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I KNOW WHY THE 

CAGED BIRD SINGS
What makes Sun God so special? It’s not a third X chro-
mosome, and it sure as fuck ain’t that “art project” on the 
lawn in front of Muir—at least not until it gets hung on 
a giant refrigerator. It’s just the ONE. FUCKING. DAY. 
out of the year that UCSD students get to cast off their 
shackles act like real college students. The one day that 
hermitic erudites, herpetic socialites, and hessitic sem-
ites come alive and drench the air with the undying spirit 
of orgiastic rage. It’s what the Koala lives for and one 
of the few ways most of us feel free and human again, 
so naturally the administration—convinced that a crowd 
of mostly engineers and biochemists can’t handle their 
booze or move freely without breaking their necks—put it 
in a cage.

But Sun God isn’t just a festival, it’s a time of suspended 
reality where rules die and we, the students, really show 
how much feckless, unabashed fun we can have. And 
nothing will stop us from celebrating that campus-wide. 
I-House and the Village pull out all the stops. 
The Motherfucking Koala runs a waterslide on Sun 
God Lawn until the water gets shut off. Hell, even The 
Tardian puts on their drinking hats and bides the time 
before Saturday, when we beat their asses at our annual 
sloshball game. Shit’s real fuckin’ nifty.

The best part is, we’re competent enough to enjoy our-
selves without sacrificing anything. I’ll be taking a test on 
entropy and code compression, while wasted, during Sun 
God because I know my shit, and so do all of you. That’s 
why we can stick it to the people whose life mission is to 
keep people from having fun.

So get drunk, don’t give a fuck, and make this Sun God a 
night to vaguely remember!

Pussy, Liquor, Undulation, and Regards,
Alex Peterson
Editor-in-Kief
The Motherfucking Koala

P.M.S. The Koala doesn’t see the world in black and 
white, but due to budget cuts we have to print it that way

 I woke up in a cold sweat in the middle of the night, hands gripping the sheets. She was in my head again, and not even the harsh reality of 
our dissipated love could make her leave. My thoughts drifted to the last time we made love. As was usual, I had elevated her legs straight into 
the air like two towering white skyscrapers of flesh. Her lovingly sagging bottom was on full display, like a grand moon hovering over her satin 
covers. As I entered her over and over again I could see and feel the waves of pleasure wash over her face. I kept the pressure up. She was 
squeaking with every thrust, like a chubby pale mouse who had finally received her penis-sized piece of cheese. I was sure her roommate next 
door could hear, but I didn’t care. The deeper I went, the wetter she got; like an overflowing bathtub, the tidal wave of our love was not to 
be stopped. She was close. I could feel the moment of glory approaching and it felt so, so right. All of my focus was on her 
pleasure. My moment was coming, and so was she! It was time. I leaned over, pursed my lips carefully next to her ear and 
passionately whispered the words I so wanted to say: “This publication may have been funded in part or in whole by 
funds allocated by the ASUCSD. However, the views expressed in this publication are solely those of The Koala, 
its principal members and the authors of the content of this publication. While the publisher of this publi-
cation is a registered student organization at UC San Diego, the content, opinions, statements and views 
expressed in this or any other publication published and/or distributed by The Koala are not endorsed by 
and do not represent the views, opinions, policies, or positions of the ASUCSD, GSAUCSD, UC San Diego, 
the University of California and the Regents or  their officers, employees, or agents. The publisher of this 
publication bears and assumes the full responsibility and liability for the content of this publication.” 

The Koala 

Marathon Bomber
Alexander B Peterson

Boston PD
lil rubez, OhHai, JStones, CoolNegro

New Paralympians
Cynesthesia, SDSU, PokerSmoker, [Possibly Korean?]

Conspiracy Theorists
Big Dick Rick,  subslut69, Groknar, Davey G, Stevie Why, B-Rad, the L-
Word, MamaPimp, Sours, Milk, E-Dawg, Jer, T-Bone, Barton, Marcus, 
Paula K., Eugene, Dirty, Moximo, Aaron, Timbo, Bowls Smokington, 

Krisasaurus

The Guy Who Owned the Boat
Lohith K Ramanujam

Love to laugh? 
Love to make people wonder why they’re laughing? Want to 

help save UCSD from its own repressive monotony? 
Come meet us! We probably won’t give you AIDS.

Fridays. 4:20. Porter’s Pub.



Top 5 Ways to Avoid 
Childbirth in Appalachian 
Country
1. Take up smoking and sneak in some extra 

corn juice, quick!
2. Swap some of  your oxy with your half-

niece/sister’s last hits of  birth control. 
3. Become a vegetarian. Starve to death. 
4. Stay away from football field parking lots
5. Ask your dad to wear a condom

Top 5 Underwhelming Plot 
Twists
1. The sliding doors were actually guys inside 

the wall
2. The potato on the cover of  In the 

Aeroplane Over the Sea is actually Ann 
Frank after her nazi camp phase

3. The M in M. Night Shyamalan was Bruce 
Willis all along!

4. Everything was a dream of  an autistic robot 
clone named J4sper

5. Batman’s parents are alive, but still 
disappointed

Top 5 Ways to Prevent 
Muggings
1. Steal everyone’s shit so there’s nothing to 

mug!
2. If  you’re walking your friend to his car, try 

not to mug him
3. Don’t walk around with a top hat and 

monocle
4. Roofie the person you think is going to mug 

you
5. Use a condom

Top 5 Reasons You Regret 
Wanting the Government Out 
of Your Bedroom
1. You started a fire
2. It just gets so lonely in there
3. The Obama administration nationalized all 

house cleaning services
4. Some large men, all named Bubba, are 

there instead now
5. Now you have to buy your own camera

Top Five People That Don’t 
Exist
1. The guy who approves George W. Bush’s 

passport
2. A dude you know who hasn’t thought 

about putting it in your pooper. 
3. Ayn Rand’s boyfriend
4. Someone who went back, after going black
5. Presidents who hate drone bombing

Top 5 Motivations for the 
Botson Marathon Bombing
1. Thinking outside the box on race-ism
2. Promised a friend he would lose 30 pounds 

by participating

3. They wanted to see QWOP in real life
4. To distract all the expert conspiracy 

theorists from the REAL Zionist Illuminati 
Redcoat plot to kill the Freemasons

5. How the fuck do I use a pressure coo-

Top 5 Asian Delicacies Whose 
Names Don’t Translate Well
1. Cripportunity
2. Exploding Happiness in Mouth big burn 

time shining finger love sauce explosion 
paste

3. Lape sauce
4. Deep Fry Cock Ball
5. Dog

Top 5 Most Popular UCSD 
Body Sprays
1. Unwashed Geisel Azn
2. PIKE Axe Overload
3. Korean Kampus Krusade’s “Spray the Gay 

Away”
4. Che Cafe’s “Eau de Patchouli and Sweaty 

Stoner”
5. TFI & MSA Bacon Deluxe

Top 5 Ways to Keep Israel Safe 
for Jews
1. Separate-but-unholy drinking fountains for 

non-kosher mouths
2. Clear Palestine of  rocks
3. Keep Palestine unsafe for Arabs. 
4. Play with America’s balls a little when giving 

Iron Dome. 
5. Deny entry to anti-Semitic terrorists like 

Noam Chomsky and Norman Finkelstein

Top 5 Benefits to Having only 
one Testicle
1. Extra room means scrotum can be used as 

a change purse
2. If  someone kicks you in the crotch, there’s 

a 50/50 chance it won’t hurt
3. Riding a bike is just that much easier
4. Half  the risk of  testicular cancer
5. You can identify your scrotum if  it gets 

severed and lands in a pile of  scrotums

Bottom 5 Ways to Inform the 
Next of Kin
1. “Guess who you don’t have to buy a 

coming-home gift for!”
2. “Here’s the bill for cleaning your husband’s 

brains off our humvee”
3. Cut off his face and wear it as a mask for a 

fun surprise!
4. “The good news is, the rest of  us didn’t go 

hungry on the way back”
5. “So, I hear you’re single now...”

Top 5 Reasons to Make 
Smoking Mandatory
1. We don’t want to end up with an aging 

population
2. Makes it way easier to shoot 50’s period 

pieces
3. Hitler was a non-smoker!
4. How else will you evolve into a Wheezing?
5. If  she smokes she pokes

Top 5 Advertising Slogans for 
the Modern Woman
1. Now available in women’s
2. She can’t be beat!
3. Twice the productivity, for 79% of  the price
4. Now with less hair!
5. Have it her way

Top 10 Pornographic Pornos
1. Nine in a bitch saves time.
2. Sometimes you can shoot your wad and 

eat it too.
3. A ball in the mouth is worth two in the 

bush
4. Behind every great man there’s a great man
5. A Daisy chain is only as strong as its 

weakest link.
6. You can’t make an abortion without 

breaking a few eggs.
7. One year’s seeding makes 18 years 

weeding
8. A picture is worth a hundred strokes
9. Children should be seen and not heard
10. A dog is a man’s best friend.

Top 5 Surprising Benefits to 
Rhinocerous AIDS
1. You can be confident your ass is big enough 

to fit the bbc
2. It’ll finally shut that smug mouth on that 

guy at work who keeps bragging about his 
giraffe AIDS

3. For months, you thought that getting raped 
by a rhino was the worse thing to ever 
happen to you. Turns out, you were wrong!

4. It somehow confers immunity to hippo 
aids.

5. At least you know that lying son-of-a-bitch 
is gonna die first

Top 5 Imaginary Racist 
Stereotypes
1. Gay Spaniards attract sharks
2. The Renaissance was a hoax and Italians 

are fictional
3. Tornedalians always carry a stick of  butter 

in their pockets.....fucking Tornedalians, 
man

4. Chinese people don’t show up in mirrors
5. Jews conduct electricity

Top 5 Pickup Lines for Women  
Sitting on Top of a Skyscraper
1. If  you think this skyscraper is huge and 

phallic, you should look at my cock from 
half-an-inch away

2. Did you climb from Heaven?
3. That may not fit, but I’ve got something 

that does.
4. I’ll give you your wheelchair back on one 

condition...
5. Okay, I’ll take you to dinner, just don’t 

jump!

Top 5 Mongolian BBQ Theme 
Pornos
1. “How much meat can we stuff in there?”
2. “Mouth full o’ noodle”
3. “Greased up Asian meat”
4. “The Cleveland Steamer championships”
5. Epicanthic Docking 2

Top Five Lists



AWWW YEAAHHH, MUTHAFUCKIN KENDRICK LAMAR. In a striking con-
trast from last year’s celebration A.S. has decided to pick a headliner that’s 
actually talented and interesting. Coming fresh off of hits like Swimming 
Pools and Poetic Justice, Kendrick Lamar is well on his way to earning the 
illustrious title of this year's most over-played hip hop artist. Kendrick’s 
west coast flow and hood credentials are guaranteed to increase instances 
of asians on campus saying nigga by over 200%. Get excited to get com-
pletely fucking wasted to songs about how Kendrick’s life was negatively 
affected whenever he would get completely fucking wasted.

Kendrick Lamar

And you thought emo was dead, didn’t you!? 
Something Corporate vocalist and chronic 
whiner Andrew McMahon is guaranteed to 
drop the panties of white girls all over UCSD. 
Andrew is all set to bring his own exciting 
brand of Postal Service rip-off to San Diego.

Andrew McMahon

Danny Brown
Bust out your blunts for the Adderall Admiral! 
Danny Brown proves that -occasionally- A.S.’s 

taste for talent isn’t as retarded as it seems. Fun 
fact: Danny Brown is 3/4 black and 1/4 filipino 
[and possibly a little Korean], which means his 

penis is only about 1.74 times longer than yours.

• Break your binge drinking into three sessions, one in tha AM, one during Adrian Lux’s 
set, and one post-sun god.

• Determine in advance the number of drinks you’d like to drink, you can double that, 
trust me.

• Get too drunk? A little bit of coke will fix that up right quick.
• Use a designated driver. Don’t forget: driving skills are not noticeably impaired by 

marijuana. If you’re out of weed, the penalty for carjacking is less than a DUI, thanks 
to MADD.

• Sign up for A.S. Safe Rides, assuming you’re not a dumb slut who’s already used up 
all her passes getting home from stingaree.

• Don’t listen to your friends when they try to tell you that you’ve had too much to 
drink. You’re the only one who knows what’s best for you.

• Remember, drinking isn’t a race; it’s a boat race!
• One drink = 12 oz beer, 5 oz wine, 1.5 oz liquor, or whatever you can get in before 

taking a breath
• Pace your drinks to one or less per hour (if you’re a little bitch).
• Choose an alcohol look-alike instead. DXM works well.
• Beer die is a way better alternative to beer pong.

Booze or Lose

Party the Way Sun God Intended: With a Vengeance

The Artists



Porter Robinson is perhaps the ideal follow-up to Paul Van 
Dykle for Sun God’s Generic Sounding EDM Headliner. Por-
ter’s stabbing synth leads and growling bass will make the 
perfect music for listening to across the field during breaks 
in Kendrick Lamar’s set. Take note UCSD, ideal molly pop-
ping time is approximately 60 minutes before Porter’s set 
starts!

Porter Robinson

Jesus fucking Christ, I cannot be fucked to write 
more than two sentences about this band. Good 
job, white people, you managed to make the same 
band over again for the millionth time.

Youngblood Hawke

DJ Geo-D
Hailing from San Francisco, DJ Geo-D replaces Tokimonsta as 
Sun God’s token asian artist. A master of turntablism a.k.a. 
the art of pretending to be a real musician while actually 
being a DJ, DJ Geo-D took his name from his close physical 
resemblance to famous rock pokemon Geodude.

RAC, or Remix Artist Collective proves once and 
for all that you don’t need skills like ”being able 
to write your own songs” or “not just sticking kick 
drums on indie rock” to become a famous record-
ing artist. Little known fact: the Koala has actually 
started an Artist Collective as well, if you’re inter-
ested in supporting our KAC any one of our male 
members should be able to assist you.

RAC

Blowing on that Indo, Gamecube Nintendo
Five percent tint, so you can't see up in my window

These niggaz don't understand me cuz I'm Boss Hogg on candy
Top down at Maxi's, wit a big glock nine handy

Indo

The last announced artist for Sun God’s dance stage 
is Adrian Lux, a force in the newly burgeoning genre 
of BDM(Boring Dance Music). Adrian’s set will make 

for the perfect time to head back to your dorm for 
the traditional mid Sun God nap/coke re-uppage

Adrian Lux

Portugal. The Man
Portugal. The Man, officially the Portuguese Repub-
lic, is a country located in Southwestern Europe, on 
the Iberian Peninsula. It is the westernmost country 
of mainland Europe, and is bordered by the Atlantic 
Ocean to the west and south and by Spain to the 
the north and east.

Party the Way Sun God Intended: With a Vengeance



Sexual Assault Awareness Month Awards

It’s been a great month for knowing about sexual assault, folks! As expected, India was a bit premature with 
their entry, and the women of Iran were too good at keeping secrets, so the award for Most Awarenessed 
Sexual Assault goes to UCSD’s very own Unidentified 5’6” Black-Haired “Possibly” Korean Guy! 

[Ed note: seriously, read the police report]

UKG’s performance in the first round faltered as he used the Un-
cle Hug Gambit but failed to breach his target’s defenses, but he 
brought it home in the second half with the Japanese* Subway Up-
skirt Justu, a crowd favorite. 

Fans of Mr. UKG will remember his previous attempts in the 
Revelle parking lot, but this year he’s really charged up his 
battery—and his fashion! 

*The Land of A Thousand Tentacles, where ‘no’ means ‘of,’ is known 
for some of history’s most creative sexual assaults.

Unidentified has cast off the traditional rapé chic 
and gone for a more mellow spring look. Khaki 
pants similar to Dockers are in this year, and that 
backwards baseball cap says, “I’m not afraid of sun-
light, but I am afraid of consent.” 

For his strong display of awkward UCSD spirit, we are proud to 
present Unidentified 5’6” Black-Haired “Possibly” Korean Guy with 
the Benedict Award for Sexual Assault in Public Awareness. He can 
claim his prize by calling 858-534-9517. 
Stay aware, friends!

Play-by-Play:

Style:



4/20 Double 
Birthday

It’s often said that people do really stupid 
things on, or after, 4/20 because of  you 
know, the weed and shit. I, however, 
managed to do something really stupid 
months in advance by signing up for the 
GRE on Saturday April 20th. 

After emerging from the test center 
(which would not be a far cry from an 
Israeli checkpoint in how paranoid they 
are), I picked up a sack and started to 
smoke myself  silly to help medicate 
my post-test anxiety (bahahaha, as if ). 
Between the second hashblunt and third 
dab, I miraculously remembered that 
the ex-editor’s current squeeze was 
having her birthday party that night at the 
illustrious Castle Blackout in Clairemont. 
We gathered our cohort of  increasingly 
disabled fuckups and piled into my 
roomate’s Prius to make our way. Three 
fast-food stops later (-1 for harrassing 
poor fastfood workers), we’d made it to 
the party. 

By this point, I had very little motivation 
to do anything other than be elected 
Mayor of  Blackoutville, and fortunately, 
there were a number of  challengers to 
my coveted seat (+0.5 for combative 
drinking). Games of  flip cup, thumper, and 
fuck-the-dealer eventually gave way to the 
king of  problem-drinking games, Beer Die. 
Although we had to explain the rules three 
times to the pathetically stoned chicks 
we were playing with (-0.5 for getting 
between me and a destroyed liver), we 
eventually managed to get a brutal game 
going, with both sides downing at least ten 
beers a player at the end of  it (+1 for a 
sudsy victory). Despite the lack of  a naked 
lap, the no-clothes hot tub had been fired 
up for hours now, and there was a parade 
of  naked chicks moving between it and 
the house (+0.5 for that magical hot tub). 

After our game ended and we went inside, I 
heard a flamboyant “BITCH, COME TAKE 
A SHOT WITH ME!!” erupt from inside and 
found our bestest, gayest friends forcing a 
bottle of  liquor into the mouth of  some 
hot blonde. Naturally, I was demanded to 
join the circle and partake. Before I knew 
it, we’d moved from the living room taking 
shots to one of  the bedrooms, smashing 
up hits of  ecstasy to mix with coke. I’ve 
always hated snorting ecstasy, because 
it feels like a nuclear bomb detonating 
in your face each time. However, that’s 
where the gloriously numbing cocaine 
came in. Almost like when you have the 
hardest orgasms after being roughed up 
a little, this amazing mixture launched me 
into the upper exosphere (+1 for organic 
mixes of  pain and pleasure). The lines, 
bowls, and beer kept flowing into the 
nether hours and then past daybreak. By 
Sunday morning, I’d completely forgotten 
about the GRE I’d fucked up the previous 
day, and my biggest issue became how to 
stem the torrent of  blood from the front 
of  my face. 
(2.5/5)

Elevation Revelation

It was friday night, and I was ready to 
get trashed. Typically, this koala tries to 
avoid school-sponsored events as much 
as possible, but after spending the past 
several hours pounding down beers at 
Porter’s and Stone Brewery, Elevation was 
starting to seem like a good idea. The crew 
convened for some heavy pregaming and 
after several shots of  Jameson, Elevation 
was starting to seem like a great idea. 15 
minutes of  stumbling across campus we’d 
made it to price center. The music was 
blasting, the lights were flashing and I was 
already bored. DVC: step your game up. 
40 freshman bumping up and down to 
the most boring genre of  music to spawn 
from the cesspit of  europe does not make 
for a good party. Elevation could’ve been 
tolerable with a larger audience, but really 
what kind of  people do you expect to 
come out to listen to the same build-up 
30 times in a night. Half  an hour later, we 
were gone. Even with a heavy buzz and 
copious amounts of  grinding on 18-year 
old asian girls Elevation was not worth my 
time.
(1/5)

 1 gun: Your 5-year-old kid shot his older brother while they were playing in   
         the bath tub
2 guns: Managed to shoot up a bunch of  people at your alma mater, Virginia   
           Tech, but only on the path to shooting yourself  . . . loser
3 guns: With a gun in your mouth, you took out TWO theaters! Take THAT,   
  James Holmes!
4 guns: Who needs reloading, anyway? Syrian dictator gets completely ass-  
  fucked and you president now!
5 guns: Got all your buddies together in a truck to go pick up some new sol-
diers from a local village, since they can turn invisible, and afterwards it was khat, 
heroin, and blow for everyone!

Party Reviews

The Koala will never stop 
meeting every Friday
4:20 @ Porter’s Pub



Koala Personals

From: Sand nigger at revelle
Fuck your shit.
But honestly, you guys are hilarious. Unlke 
UCSD Confessions. Honestly, who could even 
think up such a waste of  space Facebook page 
when we’ve already got you?
[Actually, UCSD Confessions is now sending 
us the stuff they’re not willing to post! You’re 
welcome.]

I think about suicide regularly. The big-
gest thing stopping me is that I don’t 
want my medical school acceptance to 
go to waste.  

Il est mignon blond aux yeux marrons ! 
J’ai craqué

I took this girl home with me, and made love so 
well that she squirted. I was drunk so I couldn’t 
hold back my puke and ended up puking all over 
this girls cum covered torso. This in turn made 
her puke, all over my fucking bed. It sucked

I fingered my girlfriend in Earl’s Place.

Me and my suitemate regularly take show-
ers together, hit the pullups on the curtain bar 
mid shower, and flash testicles on the daily. No 
homo unless the balls touch.

I think about suicide regularly. The big-
gest thing stopping me is that I don’t 
want my medical school acceptance to 
go to waste.

Pretty sure not a lot of  girls will agree with me 
on this one, but I think it’s the hottest thing 
EVER when guys with nice bodies wear sweat-
pants. The fabric of  the pants really hangs nicely 
on their thighs, and its thrilling knowing that only 
that thin of  a material separates their penis from 
the public.

From: Mitchell
You’re assertive, pretentious, and arro-
gant. Grow up. Ohh & btw, you’re a sixth 
year and you’re not even an engineer...
get the fuck outta here already

DEAR KOALA GUY WHO ALWAYS HITS ON ME,

FOR REASONS I CAN’T EXPLAIN, I LIKE YOU.
UNFORTUNATELY, YOU SEEM MUCH MORE
CONCERNED ABOUT THE FUCKING
KOALA AND YOUR OWN EGO THAN ME.

MIGHT I ADD, YOU’RE REALLY, LIKE
EXTRAORDINARILY BAD AT HITTING ON GIRLS.

SO, THAT MAKES ME WONDER,
ARE YOU TRYING TO DATE ME? OR IS THIS
MORE OF A REASON TO FEED YOUR EGO?

ROMANCE IS NOT ABOUT MAKING FUN OF OR
UNDERMINING SOMEONE. IT’S ABOUT
BEING EXCITING, FUN, AND APPROACHABLE.
IS THERE ANYONE WHO WANTS TO DATE A
NERVOUS DUDE THAT JUST MAKES FUN OF YOU?

PLEASE, FOR THE LOVE OF MOSES COULD YOU
LIKE, AS ME OUT LIKE A NORMAL PERSON?
EVERY TIME YOU’VE ASKED ME OUT SO FAR, YOU
ASK ME OUT IN A WAY THAT IS SUPER
SARCASTIC OR WEIRD. OKAY, THE FIRST TIME WAS
EXTRA CUTE - BUT SRSLY DO IT LIKE A GROWN UP.

I KNOW YOU’RE NOT TOO BRILLIANT SO READ 
THE LETTERS AT THE BEGINNING OF EACH 
NEW LINE. 


